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Abstract
Spoken language understanding, which extracts intents and/or
semantic concepts in utterances, is conventionally formulated
as a post-processing of automatic speech recognition. It is usu-
ally trained with oracle transcripts, but needs to deal with errors
by ASR. Moreover, there are acoustic features which are related
with intents but not represented with the transcripts. In this
paper, we present an end-to-end model that directly converts
speech into dialog acts without the deterministic transcription
process. In the proposed model, the dialog act recognition net-
work is conjunct with an acoustic-to-word ASR model at its la-
tent layer before the softmax layer, which provides a distributed
representation of word-level ASR decoding information. Then,
the entire network is fine-tuned in an end-to-end manner. This
allows for stable training as well as robustness against ASR er-
rors. The model is further extended to conduct DA segmenta-
tion jointly. Evaluations with the Switchboard corpus demon-
strate that the proposed method significantly improves dialog
act recognition accuracy from the conventional pipeline frame-
work.
1. Introduction
Spoken language understanding (SLU) has an important role
in designing intelligent machines or robots that can take part
in conversation with human. It is traditionally designed as a
pipeline of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) component
to transcribe speech into text and a natural language process-
ing (NLP) component to extract meaning from the transcribed
text. Each model is designed and trained independently. There
are many specific domains such as weather information and
train information, in which intents and slots are defined in a
domain-dependent manner. In these tasks, the intent of an utter-
ance from a user is first identified and then necessary slots are
filled. This scheme has been widely deployed in many smart
systems with voice user interface such as smartphone assistants
and smart speakers.
On the other hand, there is a set of dialog acts, which is
defined in a domain-independent manner. Dialog act (DA) rep-
resents the communicative function of an utterance [1] and pro-
vides information for understanding dialog content and gener-
ating responses. In general, there are three stages involved in
performing DA recognition from speech: i) speech recognition,
ii) utterance segmentation into DA units, and iii) DA classifi-
cation on each segment. Speech recognition has been a bot-
tleneck in the overall performance, but drastically improved by
deep-learning-based approaches. End-to-end acoustic-to-word
models [2, 3] have shown competitive performance on large-
vocabulary speech recognition tasks with an extremely simple
architecture and provide a word representation for subsequent
tasks. The end-to-end model can directly learn the mapping
from speech to transcript without an external language model
and dictionary. On the other hand, DA segmentation can be
formulated as a sequence labeling task, and DA classification
can be formulated as a sequence classification task. In this pa-
per, we refer to the process of DA segmentation and classifi-
cation as DA recognition as they are often jointly formulated.
The DA recognition can be efficiently formulated using LSTM-
based neural networks, but it is usually separately trained using
a ground-truth transcript and applied to the ASR transcript.
In this pipeline framework, errors from the upstream ASR
still significantly degrade the performance of the whole system.
Moreover, acoustic input is not considered in the subsequent
component. In this study, we design a unified framework that
can perform SLU along with ASR to mitigate the problems of
the conventional pipeline approach.
To deal with ASR errors, we integrate the ASR model with
DA recognition models into a single network. The vector repre-
senting each word derived by acoustic-to-word ASR (ASR fea-
ture) is directly used in the downstream module without passing
an erroneous ASR result. Moreover, acoustic input contains im-
portant information, including pause duration, for DA segmen-
tation. We also propose a direct incorporation of DA segmenta-
tion into speech recognition by adding a segment ending label.
The acoustic-to-word model performs segmentation while in-
ferring text, utilizing both lexical and acoustic features. Finally,
a full automatic system is designed and implemented for speech
recognition, DA segmentation and classification. The unified
model is evaluated on the Switchboard corpus.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains base-
line models used in our methods and experiments. Section 3 and
4 describes our proposed model to jointly predict DA segments
and tags from speech. Section 5 presents experimental results of
the unified models and comparison with baseline results. Sec-
tion 6 discusses some related works on DA segmentation and
classification from text and speech.
2. Baseline models
In this section, we introduce an approach from recent works for
ASR, DA segmentation and classification tasks.
2.1. Attention-based speech recognition model
ASR with attention-based encoder-decoder model, which di-
rectly maps acoustic features into a character or word sequence
without a pronunciation lexicon and a language model, has re-
cently been intensively investigated [4, 5, 6]. Besides having
strong language modeling capacity, acoustic-to-word attention-
based model also allows for direct connection to subsequent
NLU tasks.
Let X = (x1, x2, . . . , xT ) denote a length-T sequence
of input acoustic features and W = (w1, w2, . . . , wL) de-
note a length-L sequence of target words. The attention-based
encoder-decoder model consists of two distinct subnetworks:
an encoder which transforms the acoustic features into an in-
termediate representationH = (h1, h2, . . . , hT ) and a decoder
which infers a label sequence. At the l-th decoding time step,
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a hidden state of the decoder sl is computed via a recurrent
LSTM,
sl = Recurrency(sl−1, cl, wl−1) (1)
where cl denotes the context vector at the l-th time step and
wl−1 denotes the embedding of the last predicted label at the
previous step. To compute the context vector, we use the
location-aware attention introduced by [7]. The next output la-
bel is sampled as follows:
ol = Output(sl), wl ∼ Generate(ol) (2)
where ol is an output of the decoder LSTM. A fully-connected
layer is used to generate probability distribution for all words
wl from the output of the decoder.
2.2. Dialog act (DA) classification model
DA classification is performed on an utterance or a word se-
quenceW = {w1, w2, ..., wL}. We use the term ’DA segment’
and ’utterance’ interchangeably and refer to a continuous se-
quence of utterances by a speaker as ’turn’.
In the DA classification model, each word wl is embedded
and fed into a word-level encoder, which updates its latent state
σl via a recurrent LSTM.
σl = Recurrency(σl−1, wl) (3)
Let σkLk be the final decoder state of the k-th utterance. Each
σkLk can be used as an embedding vector for an utterance. By
inputting this embedding to an RNN-based utterance-level en-
coder, we can obtain a vector Σk representing the most recent h
segments, where h is the length of history ending at the current
utterance.
Σk = Recurrency(Σk−1, σkLk ) (4)
This vector Σk is used to derive the DA tag yDA with a fully-
connected layer.
3. Unified ASR and DA classification model
In this section, we present a unified architecture for ASR and
DA classification given DA segments.
3.1. Unified ASR and DA classification by using ASR fea-
ture
Instead of using word embedding of the ASR hypothesis as in-
put for DA classification model, we use the decoder LSTM out-
put of the acoustic-to-word ASR model ol, which we call ASR
feature. In the ASR decoder, this feature is fed into a fully-
connected layer to produce the probability of each label for the
next recognized word. The encoder state of DA classifier is now
formulated as follow:
σl = Recurrency(σl−1, ol) (5)
Here, ol is used instead of wl in equation (3), which is available
from the ASR internal state. The architecture of this model is
shown in Fig. 1 (without bold arrows). This ASR feature is ex-
pected to be robust against ASR errors when directly used with
the DA classifier. Even if the recognized word is incorrect, the
ASR feature is still expected to have a close representation to
the feature of a correct word. In the conventional scheme using
word embedding of recognized words, errors in ASR transcript
may mislead the DA classifier into incorrect tags.
This coupling can be done step by step. First, the acoustic-
to-word ASR model is trained. Then, the DA classification
Figure 1: Unified ASR and DA classification model. ASR fea-
ture is used as input for the DA classification model. Regular
embedding (bold arrow) can also be combined in the hybrid
model.
model is trained with the ASR feature derived from the latent
state of the ASR decoder. Note that this step-wise training is
possible by using acoustic-to-word ASR, instead of grapheme
or character-based ASR models
3.2. End-to-end training
Furthermore, we can explore an end-to-end fine-tuning of the
entire network. It adopts multi-task training that optimizes the
following loss:
L = λLDA + (1− λ)LASR (6)
LASR and LDA are cross entropy losses between the one-hot
ground-truth labels and output probability distributions of ASR
and DA model, respectively. As degradation in ASR results can
significantly impact the results of DA classifier, a small λ is
preferred.
3.3. Hybrid with ASR transcript word embedding
In the proposed model, a distributed representation of the ASR
feature is expected to be robust against ASR errors, but it may
not provide effective discriminant information compared with
the conventional model trained with the ground-truth transcript.
When there are few errors in the ASR hypothesis, a regular word
embedding will give a better representation of words of an ut-
terance. Therefore, a combined vector of the regular word em-
bedding and the ASR feature is proposed to take advantage of
both representations. The formula (5) becomes
σl = Recurrency(σl−1, ol + wl) (7)
where wl is the word embedding learned from the ground-truth
corpus by the DA classification model. The bold arrows in Fig.
1 indicate this combination.
3.4. Joint model with DA segmentation
In this section, we extend the framework to joint DA segmen-
tation and classification. We introduce a DA boundary symbol
to conduct DA segmentation during the ASR inference phase.
A DA ending symbol is added into the vocabulary and inserted
after every utterance in the training dataset. The ASR model
transcribes speech to text and performs DA segmentation in a
single step. This incorporation also allows DA segmentation
to be learned from the acoustic inputs. A DA classifier is cou-
pled with the ASR model. The ASR feature obtained from the
acoustic-to-word ASR model is further fed into the utterance-
level encoder to derive a DA tag at each DA ending position.
Hereafter, we use ”unified model” to refer to this final model.
4. Experimental evaluations
4.1. Dataset
A dataset with DA annotation and speech transcript is required
for the experiments. We use the Switchboard corpus. The
Switchboard Dialog Act corpus (SwDA) is annotated based on
Penn Treebank 3 parses for a part of the Switchboard corpus.
The two resources are aligned to obtain utterances with both
transcript in the spoken domain (without punctuation or social
signals) and DA tags. The combined dataset comprises 1,126
conversations with 213.5k utterances and the vocabulary size of
27.2k. There are 43 DA tags in total. We chose 20 conversa-
tions for the test set and 40 conversations for the validation set.
Table 1 presents details on the dataset.
Table 1: Dataset overview
train validation test
#conversations 1066 40 20
#DA segments 200.2k 8.9k 4.4k
#words 1350.7k 57.3k 28.9k
4.2. System configurations
A 120-dimensional feature vector of 40-channel log Mel-scale
filterbank (lmfb) outputs and their delta and acceleration coef-
ficients are used as acoustic features. In the ASR model, the
acoustic encoder consists of 3 layers of bidirectional LSTM
with 512 cells. The word decoder consists of a single-layer
LSTM with 512 cells. ASR is conducted by simple 1-best
search and also n-best beam search.
In the DA classification model, the word-level encoder con-
sists of 2 layers of bi-directional LSTM with 128 cells. The
utterance-level encoder is a single-layer LSTM with 256 cells.
A fully-connected layer is used to infer a DA class from the
utterance-level encoder’s output. ASR n-best hypotheses are
combined to infer the DA tag when using beam search. Note
that the ASR feature is also computed for each hypothesis of
the context.
We use word error rate (WER) to evaluate ASR perfor-
mance and label error rate (LER) to evaluate the results of DA
classification. We pretrain an acoustic-to-word attention-based
model with the training set. WER is 27.76% with a beam search
decoder (beam width 5). This model is used as the baseline and
to extract the ASR feature for following experiments. On the
speech transcript, the DA classification model achieves an LER
of 26.79% and 25.06% with history length of 1 and 5 (h = 1
and 5). When evaluated on the ASR transcript with 27.76%
WER, these error rates increase to 31.85% and 31.10%. Mod-
els are implemented using Tensorflow1.
4.3. Evaluation of DA classification model
Table 2 shows the result of the baseline and the unified DA clas-
sification model with different settings. When trained with the
ASR transcript, although the DA classifier is expected to adapt
to the ASR output, it did not improve the accuracy in every
case. A larger improvement is obtained by the proposed uni-
fied model using the ASR feature, which reduces the DA clas-
sification error rate. Note that the use of beam search and n-
best hypotheses is more effective with the ASR feature. This
is probably because the improved ASR performance with the
beam search provides a better ASR feature representation. The
improvement is statistically significant with h = 5.
The joint training with the ASR model gives the best results
with the 1-best search, which are statistically significant com-
pared to training with ASR features (h = 5) or baseline results.
When using beam search and n-best hypotheses, however, the
effect of the joint training is not observed. This is because the
joint training considers only the 1-best ASR hypothesis in DA
recognition and the loss function. An improvement in the ASR
result by the beam search has a better impact than the joint train-
ing technique. The hybrid system gives a further small accuracy
improvement. This suggests using the n-best ASR feature is al-
most sufficient. In total, the final system performance (28.69%)
achieves an improvement of 2.41% absolute (7.75% relative)
from the baseline (31.10%).
4.4. Evaluation of joint model with DA segmentation
Next, we conduct evaluations of the joint model with DA seg-
mentation. The baseline system has 36.28% WER when being
trained and evaluated on a turn (longer than an utterance).
Table 3 presents the results with two evaluation metrics. As
DA segmentation is performed on inputs which do not necessar-
ily have the same length as the ground-truth, we define segment
error rate (SER), which is calculated as the regularized sum of
distances between each DA ending position in the ASR result
and the closest position in the ground-truth transcript. Let G
and P are sets of indices for a DA ending symbol in each sen-
tence. The distance is calculated as follow.
d(G,P ) =
1
2
(∑
g∈G
min
p∈P
|g − p|+
∑
p∈P
min
g∈G
|p− g|
)
(8)
With this evaluation, d(G,P ) = 0 if and only if two texts have
the same length and segments. We also assess the model in
terms of the number of segments (NSER). The error rate is cal-
culated by |N
∗−N|
N
, where N and N∗ are numbers of DA seg-
ments of the ground-truth and the recognized segmentation, and
does not consider the position of these segments. While NSER
only evaluates the number of segments, SER takes into account
the relative position of the DA ending labels. The unified model
outperforms the baseline method by 4.22% (relatively 25%) in
SER.
1The code is published on Github https://github.
com/Kyoto-University-Speech-and-Audio/
speech-to-dialog-act
Table 2: DA classification error rates of baseline and unified model with given segmentation.
Model 1-best search n-best beam search
WER LER
(h = 1)
LER
(h = 5)
WER LER
(h = 1)
LER
(h = 5)
Baseline (ground-truth text) 0.00 26.79 25.06 0.00 26.79 25.06
Baseline (ASR transcript) 31.04 33.62 31.62 27.76 31.85 31.10
Training with ASR transcript 31.04 32.87 32.42 27.76 32.03 30.67
Training with ASR feature 31.04 32.83 31.24 27.76 30.92 28.81
+ Joint training (λ = 0.1) 35.52 / 34.74 31.92 29.60 30.41 / 30.39 30.94 28.90
+ Hybrid with ASR transcript 31.04 32.78 30.83 27.76 30.49 28.69
Table 3: Comparison of segmentation error rates.
Model WER SER NSER
Baseline (ground-truth text) 0.00 4.81 10.33
Baseline (ASR transcript) 36.28 16.85 15.32
Joint model 36.40 12.63 14.78
To evaluate the joint error rate for segmentation and clas-
sification on the ground-truth text and the ASR hypothesis, we
define DA error rate (DAER), which is calculated by replac-
ing all non-tag labels with the DA tag of its segment and take
the regularized edit distance. For example, a ground-truth input
“yeah 〈da ny〉 i am a student 〈da sd〉”, recognized as “yeah
〈da ny〉 i the student 〈da sv〉” (where ny, sd and sv are DA
tags), has an edit distance of 4 (edit distance of ”ny sd sd sd sd”
and ”ny sv sv sv”), giving a DAER of 0.8.
Table 4 shows evaluations of the unified DA recognition
model compared with the baseline method, which conducts
ASR, segmentation and classification in a cascaded manner.
We also conducted experiments with ground-truth inputs and
realized that much of the degradation comes from ASR errors
rather than segmentation errors. The unified model improves
the DAER by relatively 2.9% with a history length of 5.
Table 4: Comparison of joint DA error rates.
Model WER DAER
(h = 1)
DAER
(h = 5)
Ground-truth text & segment 0.00 26.27 24.61
Ground-truth text 0.00 27.86 26.48
Baseline (ASR transcript) 36.28 37.10 36.16
Unified model 36.40 36.52 35.10
5. Related works
A number of works have been done for DA classification [1, 8,
9] or simultaneous DA segmentation and classification [10, 11,
12, 13] on text input. It has also been shown that supplementary
acoustic features can improve the performance of these models
[14, 10, 15]
In practice, DA segmentation and classification are per-
formed on an ASR hypothesis. In a majority of previous works,
however, text transcript is presupposed for input of the model,
which ignores the impact of errors propagated from the ASR
system. Some researchers have investigated the impact of ASR
errors on subsequent SLU tasks. Ang et al. [10] investigated the
impact of ASR errors on the joint DA segmentation and classi-
fication task. Quarteroni et al. [11] compared the performance
of DA segmentation and classification under different simulated
ASR error rates.
Few efforts have been made to mitigate the impact of er-
rors from ASR. Traditionally, use of multiple ASR hypothe-
ses were investigated. Hakkani-Tu¨r et al. [16] proposed to use
a word confusion network to take into consideration multiple
ASR hypotheses with their word confidence scores. Recently,
neural network-based architectures are investigated. Schumann
and Angkititrakul [17] proposed an attention-based error cor-
rection component to improve performance of ASR, which re-
sults in better accuracy for joint intent detection and slot fill-
ing. Recently, some end-to-end approaches are investigated to
perform intent classification from speech without speech-to-text
conversion [18, 19, 20]. Haghani et al. [21] investigated several
architectures for end-to-end SLU incorporated with ASR and
reported some improvements by jointly-trained and multi-stage
unified models. Lugosch et al. [22] and Caubrire et al. [23]
addressed the effectiveness of pre-training and transfer learning
techniques for low-resource SLU.
Our work has several major differences from previous
works on end-to-end speech understanding. While a major-
ity of works deal with a limited set of intents such as simple
command & control tasks [21, 22], customer care call [18] or
booking and reservation [23], we address general dialogue act
recognition using the Switchboard corpus, which is widely used
in the community. Moreover, our model uses acoustic-to-word
ASR instead of character-based or subword-based ASR to cap-
ture lexical-level information for the interface of ASR and NLU.
We further propose the hybrid features which result in the best
performance. Finally, we also incorporate joint segmentation
into the semantic unit, which was not addressed in the previous
works.
6. Conclusions
We have presented an approach to a unified ASR and DA recog-
nition. To our best knowledge, this is the first work to propose
an end-to-end model from speech to DA. The unification of two
models benefits from the ASR feature, joint training and hybrid
with the ASR transcript. When using the n-best beam search,
these methods achieved an improvement of absolute 2.41% in
DA classification accuracy.
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